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The first observation of spatiotemporal self-focusing of spin waves is reported. The experimental
results are obtained for dipolar spin waves in yttrium-iron-garnet films by means of a newly developed
space- and time-resolved Brillouin light scattering technique. They demonstrate self-focusing of a
moving wave pulse in two spatial dimensions, and formation of localized two-dimensional wave packets,
the collapse of which is stopped by dissipation. The experimental results are in good qualitative
agreement with numerical simulations. [S0031-9007(98)07425-0]

PACS numbers: 75.30.Ds, 76.50.+g, 78.35.+c

Nonlinear self-focusing of wave beams and pulses is
an important phenomenon in physics because it provides
a mechanism for localization of wave energy in a small
spatial region [1]. In a simple model based on the
nonlinear Schrödinger equation with two or three spatial
dimensions, self-focusing for certain initial conditions
leads to the collapse of the initial wave packet, when
the packet amplitude becomes infinite in a finite time
[2]. In real physical experiments singularity is, of course,
avoided, and the process of collapse is stopped by
saturation of nonlinearity and/or by dissipation. The
effects of strong self-focusing and of wave collapse have
been observed thus far for light waves in nonlinear
optics [3], and for nonlinear Langmuir waves in a
plasma [4]. The possibility of “light bullets,” i.e., stable
optical wave pulses strongly localized in space and time
by self-focusing, which is stabilized by saturation of
nonlinearity at high wave amplitudes, has been suggested
by Silberberg [5]. There exists, however, no experimental
evidence for this effect in optics, likely because, in optical
fibers, diffraction is much stronger than dispersion, and,
therefore, both effects cannot be observed simultaneously.

In this Letter we report the first experimental observa-
tion of spatiotemporal self-focusing of dipolar spin waves
and formation of strongly localized two-dimensional wave
packets (spin wave bullets) propagating in yttrium-iron-
garnet (YIG) films. Here the diffraction to dispersion ra-
tio is much smaller than in optical fibers, which makes
it possible to observe a simultaneous self-focusing of a
propagating spin wave packet along both in-plane direc-
tions. The “spin wave bullets” in our experiments are
formed as a result of a spatiotemporal self-focusing, simi-
lar to the self-focusing effect described in Ref. [5], as our
two-dimensional input spin wave packets are self-focused
along both in-plane directions (y and z), while propagat-

ing along one of them (z). We note, however, that self-
focusing of dipolar spin waves in YIG films is stabilized
by dissipation, rather than by saturation of nonlinearity, as
was suggested for light bullets in Ref. [5].

It is well-known [6,7], that, in the absence of dissi-
pation, two-dimensional self-focusing of an input wave
packet leads to a packet collapse only if the packet am-
plitude is sufficiently large for nonlinearity to overcome
the effects of diffraction and dispersion. Thus, the two-
dimensional collapse is critical; i.e., it has an amplitude
threshold even in a dissipationless medium.

In the presence of dissipation, the amplitude of a self-
focusing wave packet decreases exponentially with time,
and with the decrease of amplitude the focusing effect
of nonlinearity also decreases. This leads to a collapse
stabilization and subsequent defocusing of the packet
when its amplitude becomes smaller than the collapse
threshold [for details, see Eqs. (40)–(47) in Ref. [6] ].

The influence of dissipation on spin wave packets in
YIG films is much stronger than the similar dissipative
effect on light wave pulses in optical fibers [8]. Thus, the
two-dimensional collapse of dipolar spin waves is rapidly
stabilized by dissipation, and a quasistable self-focused
spin wave packet—a spin wave bullet—is formed. Such
a “bullet” propagates for a certain distance without
changing its spatial sizes (but constantly losing energy due
to dissipation). Then, at some point it starts to diverge in
space, when its amplitude is not anymore sufficient for
self-focusing. We stress that a spin wave bullet is not a
stable two-dimensional envelope soliton, but a quasistable
self-focusing wave packet, collapse of which has been
stopped by dissipation.

The evolution of a spectrally narrow two-dimensional (y

and z) spin wave packet, propagating along the z direction
in a magnetic film is usually described in the framework
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of a (2 1 1)-dimensional nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS)
equation with dissipation (see [9] and references therein)
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where U is the dimensionless amplitude of the wave packet
envelope [U2
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2
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M0 are the amplitudes of the variable and saturation mag-
netizations, and x is the magnetization precession angle],
Vg  ≠vy≠kz is the group velocity, D  ≠2vy≠k2

z and
S  ≠vy≠k2

y are the dispersion and diffraction coeffi-

cients, N  ≠vy≠jUj2 is the nonlinear coefficient, vr 

gDH is the dissipation parameter proportional to the fer-
romagnetic resonance (FMR) half-linewidth DH, gy2p 

2.8 MHzyOe is the gyromagnetic ratio, and vsky , kz , jUj2d
is the nonlinear dispersion law for the spin waves propa-
gating in the film.

Dipolar backward volume magnetostatic waves
(BVMSW), propagating along the bias magnetic field in
a tangentially magnetized YIG film, have been chosen
for our experiments. The nonlinear coefficient N for
BVMSW modes is negative, while both the dispersion
(D) and the diffraction (S) coefficients are positive
[9]. Thus, plane BVMSW modes fulfill the Lighthill
criterion [10] for modulational instability in both in-plane
directions (SN , 0 and DN , 0), and the effects of
self-modulation (leading to the formation of temporal
envelope solitons) and self-focusing (leading to the
formation of stationary spatial solitons) are allowed for
these waves. Both of these effects have been separately
observed in YIG films earlier [11–14].

The aim of our present work is to study experimentally
the evolution of propagating BVMSW pulse beams (or
two-dimensional wave packets) that are simultaneously
affected by nonlinearity, dispersion, diffraction, and dis-
sipation. They are, therefore, susceptible to nonstationary
spatiotemporal self-focusing and collapse [5].

In our experiments we used a large (1.8 3 2.6 cm2)
sample of a high-quality epitaxial YIG film [thickness
d  7 mm, FMR linewidth (at 8 GHz) 2DH  0.6 Oe,
saturation magnetization 4pM0  1750 G] magnetized
to saturation by a tangential bias magnetic field of
H  2098 Oe. A standard delay-line structure [9,12]
with two short-circuited microstrip antennas (length
la  2.5 mm, width W  50 mm) oriented along the y

axis, and separated by the distance l  8 mm along the z

axis, was used for excitation and detection of the BVMSW
packets. The carrier frequency of the input BVMSW
packet was chosen at fc  7.97 GHz, 30 MHz lower than
the upper boundary of the BVMSW spectrum, to allow
propagation of the input pulses of duration T . 28 ns
without significant distortions to their frequency spectra.
The carrier wave number of the BVMSW packet at this
frequency point was estimated to be kz0  50 cm21.

The coefficients of the NLS Eq. (1), calculated for this
working point using the expressions given in [9], are
Vg  24.0 3 106 cmys, D  1.6 3 103 cm2ys, S 

1.1 3 105 cm2ys, N  21.1 3 1010 s21, and vr 

gDH  5.2 3 106 s21. The experimentally mea-
sured group velocity of the packet in the linear regime,
Vg  2s4.0 6 0.1d 3 106 cmys, was in good agree-
ment with the theoretical value of Vg. A rectangular
microwave input pulse of duration T  29 ns and input
power Pin  10 700 mW was applied at the input an-
tenna, which excited a two-dimensional spin wave packet
with an almost cosinusoidal distribution of the wave
amplitude along the y axis, and a maximum amplitude
near the center of the antenna. The initial sizes (at half-
maximum power) of the input wave packet along the y and
z directions were determined by the temporal duration T

of the input microwave pulse Lz0  VgT > 1.2 mm, and
by the length la of the input antenna Ly0 > la  2.5 mm.

The distributions of spin wave intensity, proportional
to the squared amplitude m2 of instantaneous microwave
magnetization, created in the YIG film by the propagat-
ing wave packet, were measured by a newly developed
space- and time-resolved Brillouin light scattering (BLS)
technique, used in the forward scattering geometry (for
details, see [15]). In this technique the number of pho-
tons, having their frequency shifted by the frequency of the
BVMSW mode, is proportional to the wave intensity. The
laser spot (diameter 50 mm) was scanned across the area of
6 3 6 mm2 between the antennas in steps of 0.1 mm start-
ing from a distance z0  1 mm from the input antenna,
while the input spin wave packet was being launched con-
tinuously with a repetition frequency of F  1 MHz. At
each point, the laser spot was held for 5 s to measure the
complete time response of the local variable magnetization
m2stdjsy,zd (25 , t , 500 ns) caused by the propagating
spin wave pulse. To collect these time response data, elec-
tronic pulses caused by the detected photons were sorted
by a fast (time resolution 1.8 ns), multichannel analyzer
according to their delay time with respect to the launch
of the input microwave pulse. From these time-resolved
data, collected at each spatial point, the two-dimensional
distributions of the propagating spin wave packet intensity,
corresponding to each delay time, were reconstructed. In
our BLS experiment we were able to determine directly the
local absolute value of the magnetization precession angle
x , corresponding to a given value of the input power, by
analyzing the ratio between the inelastically scattered light
intensity and the incident light intensity, based on the rela-
tions given in Ref. [16]. The experimental details will be
published elsewhere [15].

The experimentally measured two-dimensional distri-
butions of the BVMSW intensity in a propagating wave
packet obtained for Pin  460 mW, and corresponding to
five different delay times, are shown in Fig. 1. The cross
sections of the wave packets at the level of half-maximum
are shown in the lower part of Fig. 1. The position of the
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FIG. 1. Two-dimensional (y, z) distributions of normalized
intensity in propagating dipolar spin wave packets, correspond-
ing to five different values of the propagation (delay) time as
indicated in the figure. The distributions were experimentally
measured by space- and time-resolved BLS technique for T 

29 ns and Pin  460 mW. The cross sections of the propa-
gating wave packets taken at half-maximum power are shown
on the (y,z) plane below.

input antenna is also shown at z  0. The data clearly
demonstrate the existence of spatiotemporal self-focusing
of the propagating wave packet with the focal point situ-
ated near z  2 2.5 mm (t  50 60 ns), where the peak
amplitude of the wave packet has a maximum, and the
packet width along the y axis shows a minimum. This
effect is further illustrated in Figs. 2a and 2b, where the
experimentally measured in-plane sizes Lz and Ly of the
BVMSW packet cross sections (at half-maximum power)
are shown as a function of the propagation time t for the
same input power Pin  460 mW.

For t , 40 ns, the BVMSW packet, generated by the
rf field of the antenna, is entering the region of the
film accessible by BLS. Therefore, the visible size
of the wave packet is linearly increasing with time.
For t  40 45 ns, a rapid collapselike self-focusing of
the packet is observed along both in-plane directions.
Subsequently the collapse is stabilized by dissipation,
and in the time interval 50 , t , 100 ns both in-plane
sizes of the propagating packet are almost constant; i.e.,
a quasistable spin wave bullet is propagating in the film.
For t . 100 ns, the transverse size Ly of the packet starts
to increase rapidly due to the influence of diffraction. The
dependence of the normalized peak power PpeakyP

max
peak of

the wave packet on the propagation time for the input
power Pin  460 mW is shown in Fig. 2c. The focal
point at t  60 ns is clearly defined, and it corresponds
to the minimum transverse size Ly of the packet.

FIG. 2. Widths Ly (a) and Lz (b) at half-maximum power,
and normalized peak power (c) of the propagating spin wave
packet shown as functions of the propagation (delay) time t for
T  29 ns and Pin  460 mW. Symbols: experiment; lines:
numerical simulation.

The above-described spatiotemporal self-focusing ef-
fect was observed for Pin . 100 mW. For lower input
powers, we observed a monotonous decay of the packet
peak amplitude, and also a monotonous increase of both
packet sizes Ly and Lz with the increase of propagation
time. Figure 3 demonstrates that at the focal point both Ly

and Lz decrease with the increase of the input peak power
of the BVMSW packet, i.e., that the effect of self-focusing
and spin wave bullet formation is strongly nonlinear.

The above-discussed experimental data show that the
initial wave packet, and the spin wave bullet formed
from it, are both elliptic (Lz , Ly). Thus, the ana-
lytic theory of the isotropic (cylindrical) collapse de-
veloped in Refs. [6,7] is not directly applicable to our
case. Therefore, to model the observed effect of two-
dimensional anisotropic self-focusing of BVMSW packets
in YIG films, we performed numerical simulations, based
on Eq. (1) with the above-calculated parameters and ellip-
tic initial wave packets, similar in shape to those used in
the experiment.

For a direct comparison of the numerical results with the
experimental data, we assumed that the initial amplitude
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FIG. 3. Widths Ly and Lz of the dipolar spin wave packet at
half-maximum power measured at the focal point (point of the
maximum peak power) shown as functions of the input power
Pin. Symbols: experiment; lines: numerical simulation.

U0 corresponding to the input power Pin  460 mW was
U0  4.4 3 1022 in accordance with the experimentally
measured value of the precession angle x .

The results of the numerical calculations are shown in
Figs. 2 and 3 by solid lines. They are in good qualitative
agreement with the experimental data, and the effect of
two-dimensional spatiotemporal self-focusing is clearly
seen in the numerical data. Although all salient features
of the experiment are reproduced in the simulation, there
is a discrepancy between the experimental and numerical
values of the spin wave packet widths Ly and Lz . This
discrepancy can be related to the fact that our input spin
wave packet was not exactly spectrally narrow in the wave
number space (Dkz  pyLz0 was of the same order of
magnitude as the carrier wave number kz0  50 cm21),
and, therefore, the model (1) describes the evolution of the
BVMSW packet only qualitatively. The systematically
larger values of Ly can also be caused by a too largely
chosen initial pulse width Ly0 > la. Unfortunately Ly0 is
not directly accessible in the experiment, since the antenna
region (z , 1 mm) is not transparent for the laser light.

In conclusion, we have reported the first experimental
observation of two-dimensional self-focusing of nonlinear

dipolar spin waves in magnetic films, and formation of
highly localized quasistable two-dimensional packets of
spin waves—spin wave bullets. The stabilization of self-
focusing and collapse in magnetic films happens due
to the influence of dissipation that plays here a much
more important role than for light pulses in optical fibers.
This interpretation of the observed effect is supported by
the numerical simulation based on the dissipative NLS
equation.
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